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Evaluating the Reliability of.Indices From.IEP

When-the computer age came. to highe r education.in,Xhe 19501S and the

1980's, administrators discovered that they could monitor major parts of

P

the educational process. While some Of

by.the need to demonstrate our*Openness
. ,

this Monitoring was brought about

to those of,xarious racesand

econothic backgrounds muCh of the force came from our curAnsity and our

predisposition to centralize administrative proceisei;, moreover, computers

made monitoring possible. In-the ensuing timeframe, various "mo dels"

became available: RRPR, CAMPUS, etc., (Bleau, 1981; Hopkins anOtssey,

1981). Meanwhile, a decline in financial resources and fewer high school

graduates made life more difficult at some4nstitutions.
1

to mOnitor at the institutional and state level gave way 6, more

centralized managethent. But the toolsto undertake Such minagement had

recethd limiteortesting;...

.History'ot IEP
.

-f

During the early, seventies the National

Managethent Systems (NCHEMS)-,iiith assistance

4
steering committee.composed'of instAutional

Center for Higher' Educatjon
;

from a task force and
,

and Sta,te Agency .'

representatives, initiated a Project ailled theInformation Exchange
.' t.,

-.procedures (IEP).. The initial procedures, intended'to &solate component-
--

Costs of an institotionts Operation,.were tested in 1972-73 in-about twenty
-

community colleges, twenty.private colleges, andtwenty.state colleges and

vniversitiei. The results Of this.test were used to refine the procedure6

'which were tested again 1973-74 in approxiMaliely the same number of

a

6



ts,

institutions. ifterfurtheK refinemente, institutions and state agencies

across the states adopted the prOce'dures-to collect and to develop cost

data.

Purpose andoAssumptions orIEP

The geneial goal of the information exchange according to NCHEMS

(1976) was to improve planning and management in postsecbndery educatiOn

and

To support institutional identification, acquisition, and use of

information necessary to carry out institutional comparative ana-

lysis,- particularly dn the area of resource -allocation.

Desource allocation refers to the identification of alternatives
and selection of the most feasible for distributing resources
(personnel, monies, facilities, and so forth) among the institu-
tion's competing programmatic activities.]

The underlying principle for thiS objective, was to enhance the

institution'S ability to identify alternatives in the allocation of
a .

resources and related management functions. Basic assumptions supporting

the IEP costing procedur'es were: (1) the availability of better

information wotild lead to improved institutional planning and management;

(2) comparative analyses (relative'to other institutions) would provide
A

useful bases for the formulation Of alternatives in planning and management

decisions; and (3) compatible data could be achieved across institutions by

establishing a fixed structure and data definitions. Other original

assumptions were: (1) the same set of historical measures could be used to

portray any educational instittibbn; and (2) institutions could, implement

IEP with relative ease and minimal cost.

It soon developed that a difference existed between theory, grand

,r
phrases and practical applications.- Complex research univerSities that

4.



4
used IEP costing procedures quickly discovered

,bothinappropriate and costly. In particular,

.8

that the procedures were

the noncompatibility of

data (at least from the viewpoint of Aome institution;) has precluded anyo

serious bomparative analyses of.dita among or between institutions. But it

no longer mattered. State.agencies hed a black boX sdlution to infoi.mation

processing that had been blessed by NCHEMS. Even though NCHEMS later
.

sought to mollifY the.complex universities* bY publishing statementd that'

for major research universities there was particular &him, for concern

about the validity and comparability of cosi and productivity ratios

produced by the IEP Software (1975, 1977), it was tOb°14ttle and to014ate.

IEP had come to stay, exOept a:ere itA costs,and complexity so strangled 100

the entire system that it had tO)e dropped (as.in Colorado).

Description of IEP

1 ^
The procedures for IEPoonsist of merging three categories of data:

(1) data desoribing dodrse enrollments; (2) data describing the activities

_of the faculty,,..and (3) financial expenditure data.

The mosedetailed part of gp consists of proCedures to prepare cost

data. In general, the cbst study procedures describe the total annual

4

eipenses of-institutional'activities as-well.as average discipline and

e .0ogrammatic.coSts in inAtructional aread. In theory, such information

compiled from IEP cost reports could assist an insiitution to formulate

alternative plans, allocate resourqese eValuate programs, and-ma:lege.

resources.

The cost procedures' portion of IEP is implemented through' a set of

NCHiMS designed computer softwaret The software is comprised of four ,

modules: a Student Data Module (SDM),'a Personnel Data Module (PDM)', an



Account CrossoVer Module (ACM) and a Data Management Module (DMM). SDM ,

processes student registration information into an instructional matrix to

reflect the interaction of departmental instruction and course taking by

majors. PDM processes personnel information to calculate crossover

instructions bY allocating personnel and their fundink to the9tasks they

perform. ACM processes the accounting information of the institution.

Information froni the institution's accounting systems is converted to IEP

activity or classification structures, DMM acts as a,storage and

manipulation mechanism for information obtained from the other modules. AS

can be seen ths is a comprehensive data basi. As implemented in Virginia,
a

the information on faculty effort is obtained from instructional

assignments rather than a faculty activity,survey.

Table 1 about here

Commonwealth of Virginia,Experience

In the midseventies, the State Council of Higher Education for

Virginia (SCHEV) adoptedAhe NCHEMS IEP costing.procedures with some

modifidations. Essentially, Ole modifications included changing the

program classification structure to match Virginia's, addingii source of

funds designation, anckadapting a standard nomenclature for parameter

identifiers: The interit.was to provide information on modified direct

cost. Thus, since 1975-76 state institutions in Virginia have been

required to prepare and submit to SCHEV various reports ganerated by the

NCHEMS software.



'The reasons given by' SCHEV for adopiink the:HCHEMIem costing-
procedures Were,as folloWs:

-

1. /t'WoUld provide idfOrmation previouSly not obtainablefrom
mst.institutilOnS4

-
.,

2. It would reduce
.

tha0'number. 4-,reports to be ,submftted to,
SCHEV annually: i - - ,

.
.

.. . .

3. It, would 'eliminate cumber-some and artifically structured
reparts. ,' .

- y a*
o .. ... " *.

4. It would Trovide standard procedures and:ieohanisms,fOr ana...
,lysis of data by botti Institutions and SCHEV. (SCHEV, 1980)

2. 4:0

In all of the !imposes noted above, it tsobvious that the ymderliing
-

assumption i3 made that readonably consisient and stablecost.and

productivity ratios 6an be-computed. There'ere in fact°several.reasons

that the softWare may not,prOduce such nuTbers. The'most obvious reason

for inconsistency in the numbers comes'from the fact that no institutiok

ever has an .erfo.r., free.data-base. 'the second and more complex problem is

:114F.i''

that it may not be passible to trace resources from one source into

numerOus subactivitied (Thomas, 1977). Thispeed to, perform forked

ailocations is central io the sOftware used in Virgini;./ Itattexipts to

replicate reality by the allocation of faculty activity based on course

credit houigs by course leVel while.Thomas notes (1982) "any attempts to'

allocatecosts to interacting faculty activities are inevitably productive

of nonsense."
.

A discouraging look at the hopes Qf obtaining conOiie information on

appropriate ways to split faculty salaries into pieces representing faculty

effort on various courseS and instructional activities can be obtained by

comParing the conclusions of Stecklein (1961) with those of Yuker (1974)..

0 Stecklein (1,61) concludes that "much additional probing is needed into
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.6

differences in the mmountsof time needed to teach courses at the different

levels . " while Yuker conclUdes: "The.number Of articles devoted to

faculty workload testifies to the continuing interest in the topic.

Despite this interest there have been comparatively.few advances since the .

pioneering study by K003 in 1919." It is interesting that Yuker discounted

,the use of faculty course credit hours as a valid measurerof how faculty

time was spent. This is the measure used in Virginia to allocate .a faculty

member's salary into various levels of instruction when the faculty teaches

at ilore than one course level.

Based on the warnings of such writers as those mentioned above, the

procedures used in IEP were opento questions of validity. While.

establishing validity is complex, It must start with the investigation of

the reliability of the resulting measurei. The absence of rigorous

evaluations of the stability and consistency of measures produced by these

systems is particularly disturbing given the assumptions used in /EP and

the reasons given for its use.'

The purPose of this research is to evaluate the stability and

consistency of unit costtand productivity ratios fortwo major research

universities. *Since /EP purports to provide reliable comparative

information, it might reasonably be expected that figures for coMparable

activities at fitio similar'universities should have consistency'and

similarity over time.

The source of the data used in this research was the 1EP date provided

to the State of Virginia by two'comprehensive research universities for the

1978-79 and the 1980-81;periods. Two indices were oiltained; direct cost

per student credit hour SCost Ratio or CRrand student credit hours

generated per full.:time equivalent faculty position (Productivity Ratio or



PR). These ratios were obtained for each course-level (lower and upper

undergraduate and first and adlianced graduate) for.each Higher Education

General Information'Survey (REGIS) number reported.as representing a

curriculum offering; we call,each cell (datum) a cost center.

There were a total of 358 cost centers in both institutions for the

.twwpoints of time. Oi these, 294 were replicated over time in at least

one institution but only 84 were replicated over institutions at least one

Toint of time.2

We Investigated two cOncepts. First, that,it was possible to use

information from a cost.center at one university to antibipate the

characteristics of a cost center at the other university. In this analysis.

we assumed that' the estimate used would be the average of existing

information. The error isothe variance of the available indices about the

Mean index over the cost centers that occurred at least.once in both

institutions3. These results compare the two institutions at both points

in time. If there exists some intrinsically correct.index for the cost

center, then a coefficient of nconsistencY" cadrepresent the reliability

of the measure for a given point of time. For example, given a cost center

which might be measured at points 1-4:

1 Institution 1 A Institution 2
1 1 1

Time 1 1 1 1 2 1

1

Time 2 1 3 1 1

then consistency requires that the'index in land 2 aeftcomparable pnd the

indices in 3 and 4 are comparable. Furthergrore, if it is assumed that time

effects are randomly equivalent, then the combined information where each

cost center i$ measured in cell*1 and 2 and/or 3 and 4 is.also a measure of



consistency. Lack of consistency is the difference of any observation from

the mean of the observation for the cost center.

If an index is stable at institution 1, if will have the some value in'

cell 1 as in,cell 1. The.same applies to institution 2. To find the

combined index of stability when data were available in all four cells, the

average of the four cells was used as the estimate of the "teue" index;

variations fromAt were considered to represent instability.

The definition of error in botil of the preceeding assessments is

obviously a characteristic of the use of indices from IEP and includes more

than simply the mechanical errors in the data preparation or manipulati

for the preparation of ISP. It alio includes the iact that there are

actual shifts in processes over time and "true./ difference between

instItutions. 0 a consequence it is possible to identify errors of

inconsistency or errors of.instability in theldata; the:possibility of the

existence of such problems does not exist in the user manuals.

The statistical analyses used herein-were obtained from'PROC VARCOMP

*

of SAS using the procedure recommended by Winer (1902). This procedure

assumes that the measures are parallel and that difffrenoes in means are

k

attributable to error. Analogous to the-intraclass cOrrelation,

differences in cell means are included as error variance giving a somewhat

lower but more appropriate estimate of, reliability.
4

Results

Table 2 shows the reliabilities and Standard Errors of Measurement

(SEM) for the two indices of stabil y and consistency.

Table 2 about here



Uncertaintyheory: An Alternative

10
4,

The analyst' above is bised on the traditional model of normally

distribUted errors uncorrelated with true scores. The udexplained

variations in the ratios of the IEP indices ere not independent of the' 4

indices, and .furthermore, the indices are negatively skewed, being bunched

at the low end and withcan extremely long tail to fhe higher numbers. In

the face of these characterAtics, it seemed necessary to investigate

,ellternatives,to the traditional approach. The alternative that follows is

based on the entirely different approach of detprmining the amount of

certainty that can be given to the numbers that result from functions based '

on.fallible data.

When errors are presumed to haye occurred in the data and in the
,

o

subsequent manipulation of;these data, uneertainty existp.about the
. .

i

accuracy of the resulting measures, By uncertainty we mean th4t the .

,.
'I

quantitative measuresmay, or may not, ascribe ac'curatelythe actual

s

perfprmance of the ihititution. The,reliability a Oit report then muq,PO

determined by an understanding of the behaViorot the measures with respebt

to,errors in both,the primary data and in the subtequent analyset,Of.tiiise
.

data.

In addressing'an anilotous problem in the design and conduct'of

engineering experiments, Kline and McClintock (1953) *low that an estimate

of the uncertainty in a oingle:or limited sample experiment may be

quantified prior to the experiment usinuthe following quation.
,..

-

.

.

,

PR
W(R) h

n d

where:* R = ft x x
3'

f fx

= n independent variable

1,
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t

"4"-,

N
% f

the'experimenterrs estimate of the unce%tainty
,

.

In the measureMent of ^x And
. ., .

I.. .
.:..:01

WO) = he resulting uncertainty in the accbracy
A

..,,,

or 11. 4:

Thi can he, nonclimensionalized hy diyiding both Sides by.R. ,The

nondiiensionar form is important since-,'it frequently simplifies the

mathematical ex r sion, and. Pkiduces a value. for uncertainty that is

independént of the magnitude. of R. Kline...and McCrintoc have shown that if

p represents-the probabilitylhat- the teue value of each-pf,ithe x falls

_within W(x) then' .
also. denotes,,the probability that R calls within R +

4

W(R).

Two aspects, of their analysis appear of articular interest t,o

institutional, redearchers.. First R is not Assumed to be unifOtmly
,

/
sensitive to the change introduced hy,errors'in eaah of t4ie independent

, `1
1

-variables. :Since the implications of change in the accuracy of the primary

data;' or . the modificntion,of .,.4the 'r6pbrt can be A,ssessed, the analyais of
- 1,1

.uncertainty.provides a basil for improving the usefulness of management

, ,7:1P ir

The opeiind:AMportant,:aspeot of their., Analysis deals with estimating

4

the reubjecti4 firobability of x falling with + W(x). Neither the

experimenter nor ttie institutional researcher has a4recise means of

determining the5baO'bu4 Rocurrence of errors in a single sample experiment,
4, 10

or a single report preparation 'cycle. In effectt the equation above

t ,

prov,i4es an estimate of the experimenter s confidence in the results that

wouTd be rigorously determined as a confidence limit if the, power, of*

W



1,

atatistics could be hrought to bear on a significant nujiber 0 r

observations.. Lacking cOnCrete means to,tetermine tWerr6r, Kline-.ant

Malintock-arguettat'theSe e$timate* are preferable_t0 the aasumptioh that'

no error'.o0curred.

t

1 :ApOlication oflUncertaitity Analysis to IEP ProdUctiVity Ratios
.

T6examine the uncertainti inherent in the determination of'a

.qUantitative Aeasure reported id.IEP, consider the productivity ratio (00
. .

..for a.cost center as given by
.

PR.-=

-where: S denotes the student credit hours taught in thlocost center and

F denotes the full-time-equivalent faculty traced
to the cost center. )

While sufficient information is not available to evaluate fully the

appropriateness of Kline and McClintOWs procedure for the IEP data used

in this Study,,the following will investigate'the outpomes when their

procedure is applied to three different models of the IEP data. Each model

is developed and evaluated both for additive and multiplicative error

-
terms. The derivation of the resulting uncertainty, both for the additive

, and the multiplicative models, are shown in the Appendix.

t;Z,

Indices Model: #

The simplest model is one to show that the indices (I) are operating

.under a general additive framework, W(I) a, [This assumption results in

uncertainty that is a constant over 1te range of measures.] The

0
'

relationships shown, in Figure 1 and 2 ShoW clearly that the aVerage
, .

uncertainty, measured as the averap absolute difference betWeen estimates

14

I.
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of the cost and productivity ratios, i5 an increasing function of the

maihitude of the index.5 'The aSsumption of additive uncertaihtY On not be

accepted.

A second alternative in such a model is to assume that the uncertainty .-

on the index CI) is a multiplicatiVe function (A) of.the index: 'that

W(I) = A*I. This approach suggests that the lines shown. in Oigures 1 and 2

could be expected, and it implies that in general there is no relationship

between uncertainty,and the size of the department. The results shown'in'

Figures 3 and 4 partially,supportSthis model in that they are relatively

'linear for departments with'more than ten faculty. The model, however,

does not appear acceptable when dealing with small department,.

o Model:

4,

AA The next level. of sophisticatioh of the use of Kline and McClintock's

proceduregisito assume that the numerator and the denominator of the

indices have uncertainty, In this secbnd model the assumptions made for

the separate pieces of the additive Mbdel do ndt fit the results from the

data as shown.in Fivres 5 through T. It is apparent that discrepancies inS.

the components of the ratios are directly related to the magnitude-of these

componehts: The multiplicative model results in a constant uncertainty for

the space of the numerator and denominator. This was SA' the case as shown

in Figures 8 'and 9.

Component)1odel:

The third level of sophistication in-modeling fOr -unbertainty is to

:assume that the numerator and the denominator of the indices are composed

of the suW of fallible data'elementi. -The.results.of uncertainty in the=--
4

additite and multiplicative-models indicate that as the size of the



. .

department increases, uncertainty of the ratiodecreases. In fact,-the

. 6.

results are differentiated by their dependence on the size of the pieces of

SCH and FTE; therefore, we can not generate hypotheses about the curves to

determine their relative appropriateness with.the existing data base. It

is possible to take the results of both and try the equation

la%2 rhN2
PR NS' F4

Figure 10.shows the results of this equation when the data are fitted to

Time 1 and Time 2 information and: a = 2.23, b = .032. The-results AoWn

n Figure 10 support both-hypotheses since the uncertaintyqin the

nondimensiOnaliged fOrm does in fact deorease.when7the'sixe of the

depariMent increases.

.4

Figures 1 through 10 about here

In the absence of an assumption about, perfect data'and perfect

processing of these'data, a rational decision-maker should question the

reliability of productivity ratios having sMall numbereof faCultir members,

or small fractions, of FTE aisociated with each faculty member's teaChing

efforts.
Ng,

. Since the larger the cost center, the more reliable the figure, .the

distribution of values for both F (faculty) and S (studentqi offer an

interesting insight into the design of the IEP reporting process. Figure.

11 depicts the distribution of the values of F for all reported cost
. I CI.

centers in.the Virginia IEP (VaIEP) reports ;hat were submitted by the
I.-

senior institution in Virginia to the State Council of Higher Education for

Virginia (SCHEV);.Figure Wprovides the distl'ibution.of S for the same
,v

institutions.)
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Insert Figures 11 and 12 here

From Figure 10 it is clear thai uncertainty increases dramatically foi.

productivity.ratios calcuIated,on the basis of less than one FTE faculty, .

. .

regardleis of assumptions about themagnitude of.the error teris. From

Figures 11 and 12, it is clear that over 60% of the'productivity ratios

reported in VaIEP are based upon`calculations performed on these very small.

cost centers. Since the uncertaintyinherent in the ratios caloulated,for,

these small ilost centers is large, the reliability of these measures for

cost centers is nil. For .example, if We use the weightsdeveloped for

Figure 10 and the'actual State.IEP data distribution fOr,the 10th

,percentile; S = 19and F = .09;-then Wpr/PR = .35. In Other words', for

cost centers this size, the'expected absolute average difference in PR over

time would be about 1/3 PR. At the 20th percentile, the comparable data

are S = 40, F = .17, and Wpr/PR = .19. range of uncertaintias shown

herein displays the fact that 1 but of cost centtrs will have,at-leatt

this amount of instabilitygiven our definitions. Another way to consider

thete results is to note that cost centers'with fewer%than .01 FTE Faculty

will have A minimum uncertainty of about 3 times the dize of the index

regardless of the number of credit hours.

Discussion

% While man-maChine information sstems represent indreasingly accurate

.meana/of maintaining and manipulating large amounts of data, these systeMs

do mot funttion perfectly. When errorfis assumed to occur in the plmary

, -
data and in the iubsequen\processing of these dati,-or to occur when
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assumptions were erroneous, uncertainty exists about the subsequent

accuracy of derived measures ,describing institutional performance-. The

existence of error helps to explain the lack of stabilityof these meesures

over time and the lack of comparability in these measures across
4

institutions. It does seed' thatpthere is more.stability than consistency.

As observed in the estimate of cOnsistenck.and stability with a

traditional procedure, the standureterrors indicate that ,while-

reliabilities seem adequate the ratios have standard errors of about plus

oi-Aninus $100 per credit hour and 200 credit hours per faculty. These

standard errors are almost as large as the state medians for the cost

ratios ($110 per credit hour) and the production ratio (240 credit hours

per faculty member).

The section of the paper on Uncertainty presents applications of a

mathematical model to quantify estimates of the uncertainty due°.to error.

Again, the indices seem to have more stability than oomparabAlity. Based

onA3redictions from variOus applicatiens of uncertainty mOdelS teempirical

,

data, it is apparent that estieates from:cost centers with fewer than .1
s

FTE faculty should be.viewed with sképticfmm: As previously noted the

disaggregated data are required to etermine the mostipPropasti

assumption for the.anticipated error in the component model. In addition,

it is tmportant to develop an uncertainty model reflecting the fact that

ths independent variables are related to each other,

When institutional data end the subsequent analyses of these data Are

presumed to be error free, a presumption of certainty typically exists.

Ubers of the results tend to assume that'quantitative measure d'ecribes

actual institutional performance with absolute accuracy. The assumption of

absolute accuracy iS base&on the presumption that large scale Men-machine

13
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information systems function perfectly. In reality, however, errors of

ComMission and omission occur in most, if not all, large scale data bases

and reporting processes.. 'These errors may.be compounded by the

untimeliness of the data, or the a-posteriori nature of the demands made
_

upoh management information systems. Reporting efforts such ai the UP'

frequently requirethe cOordination of data from multiple information

systems. While each of these information systems may be adequate to meet
-.

th ( manageMent needs it was designed to'support, the lack of perfect

coo.01.
ination,among tfiese systems intróduces additional error. The scale of

. 1
.

,

reporting efforts effectively,precludes 'human verification of the accuracy

of all of the data.: The manual verification of the data used'ill the .

preparation of one IEP report for a major,research university would require

person-years of effort. Given the frequency of error in manual

verification, it is unlikely.that human verification would detect or,

-cOrrect all ,of,the data errors without introducing new errors.in the review
44

P.
ocess. Even-if one were to obtain mechanically perfect data, the indices

of IEP wOuld show instability and inconsistency pecause,of the .

inappropriateness of the surrogate measures. It is obvious that the

cautions of NaHEMS (1977) must be heeded.

Summary

The results of this study indicate that we should aggregate our

existing data bases and resist the temptation to report ata level of

detaii where low stability and ladk of consistency prevent'any possible.

yalidity to the results.. We found the assumption of comparability less

'valid than stability over time, for errors over institutions were larger

than errOrs over time. ThiS finding should be partidulirly disturbing to

. .
tf

those who 'compare IEP indices across research universities.
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TABLE 1

Data Elements for VirginiwIEP

Data Elemeat Time Peri4

;Student Registraiion Data'
1

1

1 Student Identifier
-A Course Data

1

1 . course level
1

, credit hours
1

1 Student Program
1 Student'LeVel

;Personnel Data

1

1

,1
1

1

1

1

1

Fiscal Year:

1,
A

Ftical, Year;

Faculty Identifier
Faculty Name
Faculty.FTE
Faculty Codpensation
Faculty Assignments

1

1.

1

1 instructioh
1

1 research
1

1 administration
etc.

1

1

1

1

[Financial Data
1

1

1

1 Year-End Expenditure Balances
1

1

1

Adjustment/Crossover Instructions

2
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Table 2

Statistics for Consistency and Stability
for.Two 1EP Indices

. .

J, i& , :**..

Co*t Ratio

. ..;
Obser4a4b0s4

'INST 1 (190 390

INST 2 (,f88) '336,

1NST (291) 726'.

COMB

Stability

Productivity:Ratio

SD': SEM

.93(:87r. 31.0:. 155.1'

:84(.73) 430.1 223.5

..90(.78) 430.7
"

Cost Ratio Productivity Ratio

, TIME 1 (72) 144 .66(.48) 190.5 135.1 .69(.53) -423.4 289.9

TIME 2 (81) 162 .71(46) 188.6 125.7 88(.79) '329.7 151.3

'ME (8.4) 366 87T-065) 189.4 111.5 °" .88(.67) 376.2 216.3

COMB

. .

-

ain obsOrvation w nt iicluded unless it was represented either at

both institutions-at a giliinpoint'in time (consistency) Or at both times

for a given institutioo (stability). The numbers in () popresent unique

cost centerS. The othirA rePresent unique observations.

c brhe reliability in () and standard error of measirement are
-statistics expected if one were to uSOa single observatton.
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Figure .1
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Figure 2

ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE VERSUS AVEIAGE VALUE FOR
STUDENT CREDIT. HOURS PER FTE FACULTY
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Figure 3 :

ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE -IN COST PER STUDENT CREDIT HOUR
VERSUS AVERAGE F:TE FACULTY
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Figure 4

ABSOLUTt DIFFERENCE 'IN STUDENT CREDIT HOURS'
PER (FTE FACULTY VERSUS AVERAGE .FTE FACULTY
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Figure 7

ABSOLUTE- DIFFEREN6E IN-STIMENT Ciit-DIT HOURS
VERSUS AVERAGE SRMENT CREDIT HOURS
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Figure

'RELATIVE ABSOLUTE DIOTERENCE IN COST
PER STUDENT' CREDIT .HOUR

VERSUS AVERAGE FTE FACULTY
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Figure

-RELATIVE-ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE-IN STUDENT
CREDIT HOURS PER 'ETE FACULTY
VERSUg AVERAGE FTE FACULTY
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Figur* 10

'RELATIVE AbSOLUTE DIFFERENCE IN SCH
PER -FTE FACULTY VERSUS AVERAGE SCH

AND AVERAGE FTE FACULTY

Model: Z aaje +. (b/Y?. ). Corr: r 0.15.
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i

FREQUENCY OF FTE FACULTY VALUES
IN VIRGINIA ItP. COST CENTERS

'a

It
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FREQUENCY OF STUDENT CREDIT HOUR VALUES

IN VIRGINIA I-EP COST CENTERS
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Appendix

BASIC MODEL: if y = f(x) 'and Wy is the uncertainty of y and Wx is the
uncertainty of x then

WY

I. Index model'

Wpr = Wp

a.. additive WO = a

Wpr

multiplicative Wp =,axPR

Wpr 4 = aXFR

Wpr/PR =

II. Ratio model

l*N6
PR = S/F

Wpr io4s2 +_ 42)2 Wf2

Wpr/PR 4(wa/S)2 + (Wf/F)2

a; additive Ws = at Wf = b

t Wpr/PR 4(a/S),2 + (b/F)2

b. multiplicatiA:e Ws,= aS; Wf = bF

WOr/PR = Ng:7;
IlL Component Model

S = Es 'A n; F Ef a
Wpr = vrps/F)2 + i(S.Wf/1!2)-2

'Wpr/PR = Vi(Ws/S)2 +

a. additive Ws = a; Wf =

WOr/PR = ota2/n172 b2/a2

b. mUltiplicative Ws as; Wf = bf

WOr/PR q(02)/(p)2 + bp )/(if)2

34
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Footnotes

1. When two or more outputs are produced by,a single interrelated faculty

activity, the-costing of these outputs requires a one-to-many, or

forked allocation of the joiritly incurred cost. For example, when i

faculty member works with a Research Assistant on a funded research

project, both research and instruction (the outputs) are produced

synergistically. 4inee no.theoretical basis exists for tracing these

costs, the .common practice is to assign costs by arbitrary allocation.
de

The use f course credit hours as a proxy for faculty effort is simply

one exajPleof an arbitrary cost allocation mechaMism. UnfOrtunately,

'the resulting costs associated with each output are simply a functioh

of the arbitrary illocation used, and do not reflect actual resource

allocations in the production of the outputs. The reader is referred

to Thomas (1982) for'a discussion' of the joint-cost allocation problems/

inherent in the attempt to cost the output of faculty activities.

Thomas (1980) covers in detail the cost accounting difficultieS

inherent in the forked allocation of joint-costS including the perverse

impact these arbitrary costs can have when used as a basis fOr internal

management decisions.' Hopkins and Hassey (1981. p, 113) also discuss

the importance of considering the joint'production process for

instruction and research. They conclUded that-joint production "is

absolutely central to the workings of the research,university."

2. Based on the low replicability of HEGib/levels between, the two

institutions, we chose mot to use a two-waif ANOVA model as initially

planned.



4

3. If the cost center appeared at both points of time,.,it.is assuMed h t.

the estimate to be used would be the mean for all four observations.

4

4. :Dolliirs were deflated by the DonstiMer Price Index to 1978 dollars.

5. The average absolute difference is used As a measure related to'

uncertainty. The experimenter wovld make statennts of confidence that

the real number wis within 4. thiS amotint. .These graphs are obtained by

regressing the y variable on the ,vvariable and plotting .the resulting

equation. Detailed results are available.from the senior author for a

period Of two years from the date oftpublication of this article,.

T.

7.
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